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Mission Statement
At Everything Emoji Inc our
mission is to help bring the online 
explosion of “Emojis” to the 
tangible world by creating unique 
novelty items and toys, as well as 
entertainment and lifestyle 
products that can be enjoyed by 
children and adults from all over 
the globe. We want everyone, even 
pets alike to be able to express 
themselves through a range of fun 
and exciting products. 

Our company is passionate about 
having fun and bringing smiles to 
as many faces as we can. We strive 
to influence others to be 
passionate about Emojis as well as 
find new ways of expressing 
themselves that are fun, exciting 
and creative.

Our company also strives to create 
a strong sense of community. In 
every aspect of our brand and 
business we want others to feel 
that same sense of community. 
From our communal lifestyle inside 
our new corporate office to giving 
back to the community through 
charities and organizations, 
community is always at the core of 
our brand values.

Our company believes in fairness & 
diversity, we give respect for ideas 
and we always encourage creativity 
from our staff in every situation 
that we come across. 



Logo



Logo Styles
Our logo comes in three 
different styles. A brand with a 
variation in their logo allows 
for a wider range of design 
and logo applications. We have 
a logo that is legible on white 
and one that is legible on all 
colored backgorunds.

Logo

Logo with webiste (white)

Logo with website (black)



Whenever working with a logo’s 
legibility and standout it is 
crucial to leave enough clear 
space around the logo. The 
recommeneded minimum clear 
space is based on 25% of the 
height of the logo buffered 
around all four sides. This is 
measured by the outer 
rectangle shown here by the 
grey grid lines. When it comes 
to various sizes and applications 
these rules can be adjusted. It is 
important that it remains 
legible no matter where it is 
placed. It must not become 
intergrated into, or overlap with 
any other corporate logo, 
identity or product. 25% 

25% 

25% 25% 

Exclusion Zone



For best quality of our logo, the 
reduced size for use is 1.5 inches 
wide (for print) and 108 pixels 
wide (for web). To ensure legibility, 
a print test should be used

The standard logo size is 2.5 
inches wide (for print) and 181 
pixels wide (for web).

The largest size is a minimum of 4 
inches wide (for print). There is no 
large size for the web. When using 
our logo on-screen, logo size 
should not exceed  the “standard“ 
size specification. 

Reduced

1.5 
Inches

1.5” 2.5” 4”+

108 
Pixels

181 
Pixels None

2.5 
Inches

4 + 
Inches

Standard Large

Reduced Standard Large

Logo Sizing



Logo Background Colors

Color Palette
The logo has been created using the 
colors listed below.

The logo can be used on only the 
selected background colors below.

The logo is created with a white 
border. The logo is not to be used on 
a white background, as it will loose 
its definition around the edges.

CMYK, RGB and HEX color 
specifications are sufficient for color 
producing in both print and web.

RGB - 255, 212, 81
CMYK - 0, 16, 80, 0
HEX - #FFD451

RGB - 240, 112, 169
CMYK - 0, 71, 1, 0
HEX - #F070A9

RGB - 192, 35, 38
CMYK - 17, 99, 99, 7
HEX - #C02326

RGB - 138, 89, 35
CMYK - 35, 62, 100, 26
HEX - 8A5923

RGB - 0, 0, 0
CMYK - 0, 0, 0, 100
HEX - #000000

RGB - 255, 255, 255
CMYK - 0, 0, 0, 0
HEX - #FFFFFF

RGB - 255, 63, 180
CMYK - 0, 85, 0, 0
HEX - #FF3FB4

RGB - 0, 152, 206
CMYK - 100, 17, 9, 0
HEX - #0098CE

RGB - 60, 213, 46
CMYK -67, 0, 100, 0
HEX - #3CD52E

I Luv Emoji Logo Colors



Typography

Avenir Black
Avenir Medium
Avenir Roman
Avenir Light

The font family used along side the 
Everything Emoji brand is “Avenir”. 
Avenir is a geometric sans-serif 
typeface family designed
by Adrian Frutiger. 

This font comes in a large family and 
our brand uses the roman, medium, 
light and black weights. This font 
shows a great sense of balance, 
simplicity and strength, which we at 
Everything Emoji feel helps represent 
some of our attributes as a company.

Font Size Chart

Font Weights

Everything Emoji - 36
Everything Emoji - 30

Everything Emoji - 26

Everything Emoji - 24

Everything Emoji - 20

Everything Emoji - 16

Everything Emoji - 12

Everything Emoji - 10



To keep the Everything Emoji brand a 
strong and established one, it is 
important to keep the brand logo 
consistant. Here are six examples of 
what not to do with the Everything 
Emoji “I Luv Emoji” logo.

Restrictions

1. Do not distort logo.

1 2

3 4

5 6

2. Do not frame or box logo.

3. Do not position text around logo.

4. Do not add text to logo.

5. Do not add effects to logo.

6. Do not stretch logo.

I Luv EmojiEv

erything Emoji Inc



When expressing a brand, using 
applications is a great way to help 
represent your logo and branding in 
a positive light. Applications can be 
used as a source of marketing and 
also as a way to establish a brand on 
multiple mediums. The applications 
provided here show just a few ways 
how the Everything Emoji brand 
represents itself to the public. 

Business Card Front Business Card Back

T-ShirtStickers

Retail WebsiteEnvelopeLetterhead

Applications



For more information or any questions 
about the Everything Emoji Inc Brand 
Guidelines, please contact:

Everything Emoji Inc.
853 West 17th Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

www.EverythingEmoji.com

(844) 44-EMOJI

Contact


